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have been publicized have involved situations where the ind . t ions 
for surgery were clearcut or strongly persuasive. This is, by no eans, 
invariably the case. There are many agonizing situations in wl '1 the 
best interests of the infant are not served by prolonged extrar mary 
care. Arbitrating such cases by a mechanism to include · ·ents, 
attending physicians and advisory committees is not unreas01 ·le as 
long as resort to the courts is not foreclosed. 
Educational Process 
There is substantial evidence that both sides have learned great 
deal from the litigation which surrounded the interim final 1 and 
from the negotiations which followed the court case. Certain!. t great 
learning process resulted from the many thousands of comm' 1taries 
sent to HHS. 
The American Academy of Pediatrics, in . particular, has ( arified 
and altered its public position dramatically . After alleging i1 • court 
that the interim final rule was "an unwarranted intrusion" i•oto the 
physician-patient decision-making process, the Academy has r~· cently 
joined in a formal statement with various advocacy organizat ir s rep: 
resenting handicapped children. The statement concludes as iollows. 
"The Federal Government has an historical and legitimate role in pro· 
tecting the rights of its citizens. Among those rights is the enforce-
ment of all applicable federal statutes established to prevent ~d 
remedy discrimination against individuals with disabilities includmg I 
those afforded by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act." In contrast· 
ing the two positions, one is inclined to ask, "Will the real AcademY of 
Pediatrics please stand up?" . 
The Academy and the other litigants in .the suit found themselves 1~ 
conflict with their traditional allies in the health care of the hand1· 
capped. They realized that their court success was a pyrrhic victorY 
and that the endorsement of their position in the press was not reflec· 
tive of any broad popular support in the community. 
The final rule is not an emasculated version of the interim final rule. 
It retains the essential protective features of the original . The profes· 
sional organizations have achieved a procedural goal in the infant care 
review committees, but they have totally failed to substitute these 
committees for the traditional safeguards of legal sanction at all levels 
. . Jy 
of government. There is an opportumty now for the prevwus 
f . 1 1 l 'd · e and to polarized groups to accept the ma rue as a va 1 com~r~m1s d 
test it over time. It is not and will not be perfect, but 1t 1s not c.arve a 
in stone. In the orderly processes of a democracy, it can evolve mto 
suitable safeguard for parents, physicians and handicapped infants. 
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The AMA's Equivocal 
Quality of Life Guideline 
Justifies the Baby Doe Rules 
John L. Barger, Ph.D. 
The author is director of the philosophy program at Magdalen Col-
lege in Bedford, New Hampshire. 
L Introduction 
Although the American Medical Association spent years drafting its 
recent -guideline for treatment of severely handicapped newborns, the 
issue is once again in the news. Now the federal government has inter-
vened in the matter with its Baby Doe regulations which require doc-
tors to give handicapped newborns all possible life-sustaining treat-
lllent, unless imminent death is considered inevitable or the risks of 
tleatrnent are prohibitive. 
The Sept. 15, 1983, issue of the New England Journal of Medicine 
ltrenuously objects to these proposed Baby Doe regwations, charging 
that "For the the government to think that it can do better with a set 
of· general rules, which are of necessity ins-ensitive and vague when 
lpplied to particular patients is both arrogant and foolish." 1 
. This may be so, but as ·this article will show, the medical profes-
IJ.on's own guideline on this m~tter is itself so equivocal that the New 
E~~gtand Journal of Medicine charge is really just a case of the pot 
~g the kettle black. Physicians, abiding by this guideline, in good 
faith, often can reach contradictory conclusions about whether treat-
lllent is ethically required, even in instances where failure to treat 
llleans the patient will die. 
If, as I think the following pages show, my claim is true, then it is 
IUrely no wonder that the federal government has stepped in to afford 
lOme guidance (however inadequate) to a profession which in this 
!batter of life and death, has failed to provide sure guidance for itself. 
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II. The Current AMA Guideline on the Treatment 
of Handicapped Newborns 
The current AMA guideline governing the treatment of · 
(but not terminally ill) newborns is found in the AMA Judici ~ 
cil 's publication, Current Opinions . .. 1984. 
:ective 
Coun· 
Section 2 .14 (entitled " Quality of Life " ) runs to nearly 15( words, 
divided into two paragraphs . Nonetheless, as my analysis will so show, 
) 
this wordy guideline does not really offer physicians mucl useful • 
direction. 
In fact , the second paragraph of the guideline offers no stan ards at 
all by which to judge whether or how energetically to treat d fective l 
or severely deteriorated patients . It merely states that, except in rare 
instances , parents , rather than physicians , must make the 1 lt imate 
judgment about whether to exert maximal efforts to sustain 1 1e Jives 
of their desperately ill newborns . 
Thus, the substance of the AMA 's current quality of life g11ideline 
remains to be found in its first paragraph, which reads as follov. :;; : > 
(1) In t h e making o f dec is ions fo r the treatment o f se riously de f<•rmed 
ne wborns or persons who are seve rely de te r iorated vict ims of in jury , •l lness 
or advanced age, th e primary conside ration should be what is best f >r the 
indi vidua l patie n t a nd not t he avoidance o f a bu rden to the fa mi ly o r to 
society . (2) Qual ity of life is a fac tor to be c onside red in determ ini n g w hat 
is best fo r th e individual. ( 3) Li fe should be cherish ed d esp ite d isa bilities 
and handicaps, excep t when the prolongation would be inhum anP and 
unconsc ionable. ( 4) Unde r t hese circumstances, wi t hholding o r rem o vi ng 
life support ing mea ns is eth ical provided that t he norm al care give n an 
individual who is ill is not d iscontinued (numbers added) . 2 
The test of a guideline is the guidance it gives. If you are a physician 
who regularly deals with handicapped or deformed newborns, you 
probably already know how little help this AMA guideline gives. If 
you are not such a physician, imagine for a moment that you are, and 1 
that you have turned to this guideline for help in a difficult situation. 
What standards does it recommend that you use in deciding 
whether and how aggressively to treat your nonterminally ill but ser· 
iously defective newborns a.11d other severely deteriorated patients? 
Line 1 rightly directs you to think first of " what is best · for the 
individual patient, " but it does not yet tell you how to determine 
" what is best" : massive treatment, minimal treatment, or no treat· 
ment at all. · 
And although line 3 of this quality of life guideline right ly caution 
you to cherish life " despite disabilities and handicaps, except when 
the prolongation would be inhumane and unconscionable " it does not 
offer you any standard by which to judge when prolong;tion of life is , 
" inhumane and unconscionable"- which is t he very information you 
are seeking from the guideline. 
Not even line 4 helps. It begins with t he phrase " Under these cir· 
cumstances ... ," falsely assuming that with the help of the previous 
three lines, you have been able to identify the circumstances in which 
prolongation of life is "inhumane and unconscionable." 
It ends by cautioning you that, in such circumstances, "withholding 
. or removing life supporting means is ethical provided that the normal 
care given an individual who is ill is not discontinued ., 
This sounds good, but, in fact , it fails to ·answer the crucial and very 
controversial questions about such patients which it is intended to 
answer: . What constitutes normal care in the abnormal circumstances 
surrounding seriously deformed newborns or persons who are severely 
deteriorated victims of injury, illness or advanced age? What consti-
tutes normal care for patients whose illness is not fatal, but whose 
quality of life is radically lower than that of the average human being? 
The AMA quality of life guideline does not say. 
Were Section 2.14 merely a guideline which fails to guide , one 
might lightly dismiss it as another noble, but somewhat amateurish 
attempt to solve a very difficult problem. For a number of reasons, 
however , the current AMA guideline is far more than an instance of 
words which have missed their mark. 
First, despite its lightweight character, it is the most authoritative 
currently-accepted standard of the world's largest and most prestigious 
medical association - a standard on which thousands of physicians 
rely. This fact alone magnifies the gravity of its failure to offer clear 
guidance. 
.But more importantly, as will be seen, a flaw in this guideline makes 
it a deadly threat to many innocent human lives. Embedded in it is 
one seemingly straightforward statement (line 2), which can and will 
be relied on as a standard: "Quality of life is a factor to be considered 
in determining what is best for the individual." 
Indeed, this line constitutes the substantive heart of the AMA 
guideline, for despite the guideline's length, "quality of life" is the 
only factor it proposes as being relevant in determining what is "best 
for the individual" who is defective or who is seriously deteriorated 
because of disease or injury. As a result, in the minds of physicians 
Who rely seriously on this AMA guideline, judgments about their 
Patients ' quality of life will play a large role in determining the treat-
ment afforded to those patients. 
This would not be a problem if this line of the AM A's quality of life 
guideline offered physicians an unambiguous standard to use. Unfor-
tunately, it does not. 
Ul. Two Ways of Employing This Guideline 
Note that though this AMA guideline says that " quality of life is a 
factor to be considered," it fails t o indicate precisely how it is " to be 
considered. " As will be seen, this failure poses serious problems for 
those who rely on the guideline, for, in many cases, the decision about 
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whether treatment is ethically necessary hinges not simply on cc. sid-
eration of quality of .life as a factor, but rather on the way in L. 1. ich 
quality of life is considered. 
Physicians can consider quality of life in two essentially dif ' rent 
ways: 1) simply in itself, as the condition or quality of life c· the 
patient, regardless of how that condition comes about, or 2) in ~rms 
of the effect which treatment will have on the patient's condit i n or 
quality of life. 
The difference between these two ways of considering a pat -nt's 
quality of life may seem to have little practical significance. But ; the • 
following examples show, reliance on one as opposed to the oth{ can 
mean the difference between life and death for a number of pat mts, 
particularly for those who are severely handicapped'. A discussi · of 
each way of considering quality of life follows. 
A. "Quality of Life" Considered Simply as . 
"The Condition or Quality of Lif~ of the Patient" 
As was indicated above, "quality of life" may be considered simply 
as the condition or quality of life of the patient, regardless of ho w it 
comes about. To consider quality of life in this way, we need to k now 
only the patient 's current or likely condition: retarded, comat ose, 
maimed, paralyzed, and so forth. Whether drugs, drink, genetic 
defects, an accident, or medical treatment caused this condit ion is 
irrelevant. An example will show the consequences of " consid ering 
quality of life" in this way. 
1. Mr. White with a Brain Tumor 
Suffering from a brain tumor, wealthy Mr. White can save his life 
only by having the tumor surgically removed. But the relat ively 
painless excision of the tumor will gravely retard him. As a result, 
he will lose his job as president of a large manufacturing com panY 
and will no longer be able to care for himself or for his fam ilv. On 
the contrary' he will himself require constant care by others. ~ 
If "quality of life" is taken simply to indicate " the condition or 
quality of life of the patient, regardless of how it comes about," 
then following the AMA guideline, one could legitimately conclude 
the following: grave retardation constitutes a very poor quality of 
life (line 2) ; surgical reduction of Mr. White to such a retarded state 
would be "inhumane and unconscionable" (line 3); and therefore it 
would not constitute "normal care" (line 4). Obviously, one can 
conclude from this that such surgical treatment of Mr. White 's brain 
tumor is optional and ·may legitimately be refused by him. 
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2. Retarded Mr. White with Pneumonia 
Le~ us suppose, however, that Mr. White decides that life at any 
lev~l Is preferable to death . His doctors successfully remove the 
.bram tumor arid his life is saved. A number of months later our 
now gravely-retarded Mr. White contracts simple pneumonia ~hich 
can be quickly cured with antibiotics, but which , if not treated will 
take his life. ' 
Again the question arises: to treat or not to treat? 
If "quality of life " is still taken to indicate simply " the condition 
or quality of life of the patient, regardless of how it comes about," 
then those charged with making the ethical decision do not now 
face a situation essentially different from that which led them 
earlier to judge that life-saving removal of the brain tumor was 
ethically optional. 
. Since Mr. White's mental condition (or quality of life) has not 
ns~n above that which was earlier judged to be so poor that life-
savmg excision of the tumor was ethically optional, life-saving treat-
ment of Mr. White's pneumonia must also be ethically optional. 
~pecifically, for retarded Mr. White, when "quality of life" is con-
Sidered in this way, one is not required to perform the relatively 
easy and inexpensive life-saving act of administering penicillin. 
(Nor will the other criteria in the guideline reverse this decision 
For if physicians had earlier judged that reducing Mr. White to such 
a low qu~lity of life was "inhumane and unconscionable" (line 3) 
and certainly not "normal care" (line 4) , the guideline itself now 
offers them no new reason to change that judgment when they 
~~st decide whether to maintain Mr. White in such a reduced con-
dition.) 
~his does not mean that retarded Mr. White 's physicians are 
ethically forbidden to administer penicillin to keep him. alive -
· Only that, according to this understanding of " quality of life," they 
could legitimately omit it. Most doctors in this situation would save 
~r. White. But that soCiological fact is irrelevant to our considera-
tio~ of the meaning and usefulness of the current AMA guideline, 
Which says only that "quality of life is a factor to be considered in 
determining what is best for the individual." The above examples 
show that if " quality of life" is considered simply as " the condition 
or quality of life of the patient, regardless of how it comes about," 
then_ treatment may be judged ethically optional for patients whose 
QUality of life falls (or is likely to fall) as low as that of Mr. Whit e. 
This is a legitimate underst anding of the current AMA guideline 
governing treatment of handicapped newborns. 
~t is precisely this understanding of the " quality of life" guideline 
•it!ch concerns the Reagan administration in its Baby Doe regu-
lations: the letting of children die not because of the extreme cost 
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of treating them (in terms of time, money, and suffering), •ut 
simply because they are physically or mentally handicapped. 
B. "Quality of Life" Considered in Terms of "The Effect Which 
Treatment Will Have on the Patient's Condition or Quality of Li ·" 
In a number of cases, a second way of employing "quality of li as 
a factor to be considered in determining what is best for the ; di· 
vidual" will lead to treatment being judged ethically mandatory w ch 
would be judged optional if the first understanding of the guidf ne 
were employed. 
This second way also considers quality of life as a factor, but 10t 
simply as " the condition or quality of life of the patient, regardle~ . of 
how it comes about." Rather, it considers quality of life in term of 
the effect treatment will have on the patient's quality of life. 
Although this second way employs quality of life somewhat d if· 
ferently from the first, it remains nonetheless a quality of life :- an-
dard, for its use requires many direct judgments of quality of life, ·.g., 
of the relative goodness or badness of various mental and phy ical 
conditions. Specifically, it relies on its evaluation of effects as t f. .m-
selves good or bad as a criterion for judging otherwise neutral mL ans 
to achieve those effects. 
Astute readers may realize by now that this second way of consider-
ing quality of life (in evaluating what is best for patients) is r ally 
nothing other than the traditional ordinary ;extraordinary means 
standard. 
Although many of its defenders might deny it, in many respects t his 
traditional standard is actually a quality of life standard. It considers a 
patient 's quality of life by weighing goods such as life, health, and 
intelligence against evils such as the great monetary expense, pain , and 
physical or mental debility which arise from the use of the means to 
preserve those goods. In Mr. White 's case, it would judge life itself to 
be a good and the retardation arising from his life-saving treatment to 
be bad. 
In this way, the ordinary ;extraordinary means standard does pre-
cisely what the AMA guideline calls for, employing "quality of 
life .. . (as) a factor to be considered in determining what is best for 
the individual." 
Yet, because its way of considering quality of life as a factor differs 
from the w~y in which it was considered in our earlier analysis of Mr. 
White 's conditions, the ordinary ;extraordinary means standard reaches 
a different judgment about the obligation to treat his pneumonia. 
Recall that taking " quality of life" to indicate simply "the condi· 
tion or quality of life of the patient, regardless of how it comes 
about" leads to the conclusion that for Mr. White, both the life-saving 
brain surgery as well as the life-saving penicillin are ethically optional. 
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If one now considers these treatments in terms of their effects on 
Mr. White's quality of life, the judgment regarding his life-saving brain 
surgery remains the same. Because the life-saving operation will itself 
. cause such grave retardation as well as loss of the many goods which 
depend on normal intelligence, the operation is, in this circumstance, 
extraordinary and need not be performed. 
But the later use of penicillin to treat retarded Mr. White 's 
pneumonia has no significant detrimental effect on his quality of life. 
It neither increases nor diminishes his retardation. Therefore, since the 
means to save his life (penicillin) does not have an adverse effect on 
~r. White's quality of life (indeed, it preserves his life), then consider-
mg quality of life in this way (which is certainly in conformity with 
t~e AMA guideline) leads to the conclusion that Mr. White 's physi-
Cians must treat his pneumonia- a conclusion directly contradictory 
to that reached by considering " quality of life" simply as " the condi-
tion of the patient, regardless of how it came about ." 
In this case, and in the case of most severely handicapped new-
borns, considering "quality of life " in one way as opposed to the 
other makes a fatal difference. It literally means the difference 
between life and death. 
IV. Failure of the AMA Guideline 
Row, then, should "quality of life" be considered by those who 
seek to act in conformity with the AMA guideline? 
There is absolutely no way to tell. 
The AMA guideline says only that "quality of life is a factor to be 
considered in determining what is best for the individual. " It fails to 
ans~er the potentially fatal question of how quality of life should be 
considered, whether simply as A) "the condition or quality of life of 
the pati~nt, regardless of how it comes about, " or B) " in terms of the 
· effect that treatment will have on the patient's quality of life. " Both 
are quality of life judgments; both fulfill the letter and the spirit of 
the AMA .d I' B · gm e me. ut which one the AMA intends physicians to 
adopt is not indicated in the guideline. 
This justifies the claim I made earlier that the New England Journal 
of Medicine's charge that the Baby Doe regulations are only a " set of 
general rules, which are of necessity insensitive and vague" is a case of 
:e ~ot ~alling ~he kettle black. The medical profession's own guide-
~ m this area Is also "vague and insensitive" ; worse, it is literally and 
QUite dangerously equivocal. 
If only. for the sake of clarity, the AMA should eliminate this equiv-
~ation and should adopt new terminology which will indicate pre-
~- the Association 's intention in this critical matter. Without such 
c Ication, the current AMA guideline obscures the issue rather than 
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affording physicians the sure guidance which they need in this < ffi-
cult matter. 
In addition, this gives the federal government an open invitatic to 
intervene in matters which are not properly its business. 
If the medical profession hopes to convince the federal goverm nt 
not to intervene in this matter, it must show the government tha the 
profession's own standard is better than the crude one the governr ent 
has devised. 
At present the medical profession cannot do this. 
V. An Unprecedented Ethic 
Revision of the current AMA guideline is necessary for anc ,her 
reason: the two ways in which the present guideline allows qualii v of 
life to be considered constitute radically different kinds of judgz 'ents 
which themselves presuppose contradictory assumptions about the 
rights which men (and particularly physicians) have over the livt s of 
the weak and helpless. 
It is one thing to judge, as does the ordinary/extraordinary m .:!ans 
standard, that the use of certain medical means will have such a dele-
terious effect on a patient 's quality of life that their use is ethically 
optional, but it is quite a different thing to judge that another h man 
being's condition or quality of life is so poor that he simply is not 
worthy of continued life, regardless of the expense or inexpense o f the 
means whereby his life can be saved. 
Civilized men have always acknowledged the propriety of the 
former judgment, but they have heretofore considered forbidden to 
them in principle the judgment of another human being's worthiness 
to live. 
VI. A New Direction? 
Perhaps the AMA's equivocal guideline is not intended to depart 
from the proven tradition. If not, then the AMA should seriously 
consider rewriting it specifically to eliminate the ambiguity which 
currently allows it to be employed as such a rejection . This would 
demonstrate to the present administration that there is no need for it 
to intervene in matters where it is not really competent. 
But if the AMA's guideline is intended as a departure from the 
tradition, then this, too, should be clarified by a revision of the 
equivocal gUideline. The implications of such a departure are so great 
that they need to be clearly documented and widely heralded so that 
no one will mistake the new direction that the medical profession has 
taken. 
Obviously, neither the administration nor large parts of the Ameri· 
can public will like this new direction, but at least the issue will be 
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squarely joined. Perhaps the ensuing controversy will compel the med-
ical profession finally to produce a reliable guideline - not another 
equivocation , but a wise and just standard which will protect the 
sanctity of life from the effects of ill-considered decisions while leav-
ing families and physicians the discretion they need in determining the 
course of action which is best for all parties c;oncerned. 
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